
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of operational
excellence manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for operational excellence manager

Complete detailed analysis around the different areas impacting SDS
Operations budget
Socialize and establish cross-functional processes within SDS Operations that
align with broader SDS guidelines around HC requests, travel requests,
expenses
Provide support to VP of Operations and leadership team around SDS
awards, comms, and leadership meetings
Designs, implements and evaluates innovative sales, operations and
technology development practices which support increased efficiency and
effectiveness across all roles
Participates in regular progress meetings and toll-gate reviews, and ensures
the continuous improvement process progresses within the targeted
timelines
Fosters a sense of urgency and champions radical change that pushes for
continuous improvement with a focus on improving efficiency, quality and
driving down costs
Works on abstract problems across functional areas of the business
Demonstrates a data & process mindset, statistically verifies improvements
and provides theoretical training behind statistics along with
practical/pragmatic examples of its use in various functions
Build capabilities of employees in the responsible area, through training and

Example of Operational Excellence Manager Job
Description
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Perform Maturity Assessments within the business unit to identify areas for
improvement

Qualifications for operational excellence manager

Post graduate qualifications (eg MBA) or equivalent
Strong understanding and experience within retail with previous exposure to
online retail
Willingness to travel extensively between Italy and the UK (on average at
least 2 / 3 times a month)
Have experience in global teams or working abroad
At least 5 years of experience in project/program management/OE/TPM or
experience working within The Coca-Cola System
Strong background in supply chain management and extensive experience in
TPM/AM implementation experience


